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ABSTRACT
We present measurements of galaxy-galaxy weak lensing from 225 square degrees of early com-
missioning imaging data from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS). We measure a mean tangential
shear around a stacked sample of foreground galaxies in three bandpasses (g′, r′, and i′) out to
angular radii of 600′′, detecting the shear signal at very high statistical significance. The shear
profile is well described by a power law γT = γT0(1
′/θ)η, with best fit slope of η = 0.7 − 1.1 (95%
confidence). In the range θ = 10′′ − 600′′, the mean tangential shear is approximately 6± 1× 10−4
in all three bands. A variety of rigorous tests demonstrate the reality of the gravitational lens-
ing signal and confirm the uncertainty estimates. In particular, we obtain shear measurements
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consistent with zero when we rotate the background galaxies by 45◦, replace foreground galaxies
with random points, or replace foreground galaxies with bright stars. We interpret our results by
assuming that all matter correlated with galaxies belongs to the galaxies. We model the mass distri-
butions of the foreground galaxies, which have a mean luminosity 〈L(θ < 5′′)〉 = 8.7± 0.7× 109h−2
Lg′⊙, 1.4 ± 0.12 × 1010h−2 Lr′⊙, 1.8 ± 0.14 × 1010h−2 Li′⊙, as approximately isothermal spheres
characterized by a velocity dispersion σv and a truncation radius s. The velocity dispersion is con-
strained to be σv = 150 − 190 km s−1 at 95% confidence (145 − 195 km s−1 including systematic
uncertainties), consistent with previous determinations but with smaller error bars. Our detection of
shear at large angular radii sets a 95% confidence lower limit s > 140′′, corresponding to a physical
radius of 260h−1 kpc, implying that the dark halos of typical luminous galaxies extend to very large
radii. However, it is likely that this is being systematically biased to large value by diffuse matter
in the halos of groups and clusters of galaxies. We also present a preliminary determination of the
galaxy-mass correlation function finding a correlation length similar to the galaxy autocorrelation
function and consistency with a low matter density universe with modest bias.
The full SDSS will cover an area 44 times larger and provide spectroscopic redshifts for the
foreground galaxies, making it possible to greatly improve the precision of these constraints, to
measure additional parameters such as halo shape and halo concentration, and to measure the
properties of dark matter halos separately for many different classes of galaxies.
Subject headings: dark matter — gravitational lensing — large-scale structure of universe — galax-
ies: fundamental parameters — galaxies: halos
1. Introduction
According to the theory of General Relativity, matter in the universe will deflect rays of light. The
consequence of this is that if one observes objects located behind mass concentrations the background objects
will appear magnified, distorted and sometimes multiply imaged. This phenomenon, known as gravitational
lensing, can be used to measure the mass distributions of the foreground objects. Mass measurements made in
this manner are direct, and hence free of the model-dependent biases of dynamical mass measurements.
Multiple imaging, strong distortions and large magnifications occur when the light rays pass near very high
mass density regions, and is referred to as strong gravitational lensing. Regions which produce strong lensing
are usually near the centers of galaxies or clusters of galaxies. At larger impact parameter, the distortions and
magnifications are much smaller and multiple images do not occur; this is known as the weak lensing regime. By
studying the small distortions in the background galaxies one can measure mass distributions out to very large
radii. Weak gravitational lensing has been successfully used to measure mass distributions of clusters of galaxies
(see the recent review by Mellier (1999)) and somewhat less successfully to measure halos of galaxies (Tyson
et al. 1984; Brainerd et al. 1996; Dell’Antonio & Tyson 1996; Griffiths, Casertano, Im, & Ratnatunga 1996;
Hudson, Gwyn, Dahle & Kaiser 1998). The problem in the latter case (known as galaxy-galaxy lensing) is that
an individual galaxy produces only a very small distortion in the background galaxies. Since the background
galaxies are intrinsically elliptical the lensing signal is small compared to the “shape noise”. Therefore, one
needs to average the distortion behind many background galaxies, which requires a large observed field.
The Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) will image 10000 square degrees in five bandpasses. Although the
images will be relatively shallow compared to many previous weak lensing studies, they are, as we will show in
this paper, well suited to a galaxy-galaxy lensing study. Advantages of using brighter galaxies include better
known redshift distributions and larger angular size. The latter means that the seeing requirements are less
stringent than for studies based on faint galaxies.
In this paper we report on a weak lensing study done with two nights of SDSS commissioning data
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covering approximately 225 square degrees. We detect highly significant weak lensing signals in the g′, r′
and i′bandpasses. In §2 we give details of the observations, in §3 we discuss our methods for analyzing the
data including correcting for PSF anisotropy (§3.1), shear measurement (§3.2), and galaxy redshift estimation
(§3.4). In §4 we list sources of random and systematic error and in §4.3 we discuss tests of the significance of
the shear measurements. In §5 we model the data and we present the discussion and conclusions in §6 and §7.
Throughout this paper we use h = H0/100 km s
−1 and assume Ω = 1.
2. Observations
The SDSS 2.5m telescope is described by Siegmund et al (2000) (see also
http://www.astro.princeton.edu/PBOOK/telescop/telescop.htm). The telescope provides a nearly 3◦,
virtually undistorted field of view. The SDSS imaging camera (Gunn et al 1998; Doi, M. et al. 2000) is a
mosaic of 30 2048×2048 pixel CCDs used for the primary imaging, along with an additional 24 500x2048 CCDs
used for astrometric and focus measurements. The imaging CCDs are arranged in six columns of 5 CCDs each.
Each of the 5 CCDs in a column views the sky through a different broadband filter. The five filters (u′, g′, r′, i′,
z′) (Fukugita et al. 1996) span a range from the atmospheric cutoff at 300nm to the limit of CCD sensitivity
at 1100nm. Pixels in the imaging camera subtend 0.396′′ on the sky. Details of the data acquisition, reduction
and calibration can be found in Petravick et al. (2000); Uomoto et al. (2000); Kent et al. (2000); Pier et al.
(2000); Tucker et al. (2000).
SDSS imaging data are obtained in drift scan mode. In general, the telescope is driven along a great circle
on the sky in such a way that objects pass directly down a column of CCDs. This allows essentially simultaneous
observations to be obtained in each of the five passbands and provides very efficient survey observing (the shutter
never closes). Total integration time in each filter is 54.1s. Because the CCD columns are separated by nearly
a CCD width, a single SDSS observation of a strip of sky contains large gaps. The gaps in a single “strip” are
then filled in on a subsequent night to obtain a completely filled “stripe”. Successful drift scanning with a wide
field system requires an optical design with very low distortion, which has the added benefit of removing an
important shape systematic present for many other lensing studies.
The observations analyzed here consist of two nights of SDSS commissioning data taken 20-21 March 1999
(SDSS runs 752 and 756). The total observation time was seven hours the first night and eight hours the second
night. These observations were taken in a simplified mode in which the telescope remains parked at the celestial
equator. Atmospheric seeing averaged 1.5′′ (FWHM) the first night and 1.25′′ the second night. The RMS sky
noise for these data averages 26.0, 25.5 and 25.0 mag per square arcsec for g′, r′ and i′, respectively.
The portion of the data used in this analysis is a rectangle with corners (RA, Dec.) = (9:40, -1:16) and
(15:46, 1:16) (J2000) for a total of approximately 225 square degrees. Since the system sensitivity in u′ and
z′ is relatively low, only g′, r′ and i′ are used for determining the galaxy-galaxy lensing signal. The galaxy
photometry was dereddened using the extinction values from Schlegel et al. (1998).
The photometric calibration used in this paper is only accurate to 5–10%, due to systematics in the shape
of the point spread function across individual CCDs, and the fact that the primary standard star network
had not yet been finalized at the time of these observations. This situation will be improved to the survey
requirement of 2% in the near future. Thus we denote the preliminary SDSS magnitudes presented here as u∗,
g∗, r∗, i∗ and z∗, rather than the notation u′, g′, r′, i′ and z′ that will be used for the final SDSS photometry.
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3. Analysis
Weak lensing studies require accurate galaxy shape measurement for gravitational shear estimation (see
§3.2). The standard SDSS pipeline software, outputs a plethora of parameters for each detected object (Lupton
et al. 2000) including accurate coordinates and photometry. For this paper, we reprocess the data in order
to measure galaxy shapes optimally as outlined in Bernstein et al. (2000), which produces object (galaxy and
star) shapes and uncertainties. In order to do this, object coordinates and sizes are taken from the pipeline
output as starting guesses. We then measure quadratic moments (Qij) of the surface brightness distributions
weighted by an elliptical Gaussian of location, size and orientation matched (through an iterative procedure)
to that of the object being measured:
Qij =
∑
k,l
Ik,lGk,lxixj , (1)
where Ik,l is the sky-subtracted surface brightness of pixel (k, l), Gk,l is the value of the adaptively matched
elliptical Gaussian and xi is the pixel coordinate in the centroid-subtracted coordinate system. From the
quadratic moments one obtains the object ellipticities (e.g., Kaiser et al. (1995)):
e1 =
Q11 −Q22
Q11 +Q22
, (2)
e2 =
2Q12
Q11 +Q22
.
(3)
3.1. Correcting Galaxy Shapes
The commissioning data used in this analysis were taken when the telescope was not well collimated.
Therefore, the image quality is relatively poor; the PSFs are not radially symmetric and they vary strongly
with both time and position in the camera. This PSF anisotropy biases the shapes of galaxies. We attempt to
correct for anisotropic PSFs in the following manner. First we characterize the PSFs in small regions spanning
600′′× 800′′ by fitting second order polynomials in R.A. and Dec. to the quadratic moments of stars. We use
stars with limiting magnitudes of 21, 20, and 19 (g′, r′ and i′). We then interpolate the polynomials at the
positions of galaxies and correct the measured galaxy shapes:
ei(true) = ei(measured)− SSm × ei(star), (4)
where SSm is the smear polarizability (Kaiser et al. 1995; Bernstein et al. 2000) which is related to object
size (and profile shape) relative to the local PSF.
Because the PSF shapes vary substantially during the observing period we can test the efficacy of this
method directly. Figure 1 shows a plot of mean corrected galaxy e1 and e2 binned as a function of PSF shape
for all the data. One can see that after correction there are residual systematic shape errors for the galaxies,
especially where the initial PSF anisotropy is large. This is probably because the correction in Eqn. 4 is exact
in the limit of nearly round PSF while much of our data has PSF sufficiently elliptical to require higher order
information about the PSF.
Fortunately, for measuring a galaxy-galaxy lensing signal, image quality is less important than for some
other types of weak lensing measurements (e.g. cosmic shear). The reason is that one measures tangential shear
– 5 –
Fig. 1.— Mean corrected galaxy shape vs. PSF shape for the r′ data. Strong correlations are present indicating
imperfect correction for PSF anisotropy.
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centered at many different points in the field (see §3.3), hence, most systematics will average out (see §4.3).
In order to minimize the effects of systematically biased galaxy shapes we require the foreground galaxies to
be surrounded by a radially symmetric distribution of background galaxies. For each foreground galaxy, the
centroid of the background galaxy distribution must not be significantly (4σ) different from the position of
the foreground galaxy and the distribution itself must have an ellipticity of less than 20% or deviate from
circular by less than 3σ (whichever is more). These requirements remove foreground galaxies which are near
the edges of the field or near regions that are lacking background galaxies (e.g., because of nearby bright stars
or galaxies). By removing such galaxies we reduce potential systematics as each galaxy will have its tangential
shear measured in a azimuthally symmetric manner. In addition we fit linear functions to the residual galaxy
e1 and e2 shown in Figure 1 and subtract the fit from the galaxy shapes.
The PSF will also blur the galaxies resulting in an underestimate of their true ellipticities. This can be
corrected by dividing the ei(galaxy) by 1−SSm. Objects with smear polarizabilities near unity (poorly resolved
objects similar in size to the PSF) will have a very large and uncertain correction term. Thus we do not use
any galaxies with SSm > 0.8 for our shear measurements. This has the added benefit of eliminating the vast
majority of stars which could potentially contaminate our galaxy sample (see §4.2).
When a galaxy image is subject to a shear its shape changes. The ratio of the change in shape to twice
the shear is known as the shear polarizability (Kaiser et al. 1995). This is dependent on the shapes of the
galaxies and needs to be corrected for when measuring shear. We use the following formula for this correction
(Bernstein et al. 2000):
SSh =
∑
i[wi(1.− σ2SNwie2T )]∑
i wi
, (5)
where the wi are weights, wi =
1
σ2e,i+σ
2
SN
, σSN = 0.32 is the shape noise for galaxies measured from a sample
of large, high s/n SDSS images of galaxies, σe are seeing-corrected uncertainties (Bernstein et al. 2000),
and e2T is the tangential component of the ellipticity. We apply this correction statistically to the final shear
measurements (see equation 8) (see §4.2 for details). We note that the galaxy shape uncertainties do not include
terms for centroiding error or background misestimation and are therefore slightly underestimated.
3.2. Shear - Theory
Weak gravitational lensing will cause galaxies located behind a mass concentration to appear, on average,
tangentially aligned with respect to the center of mass. For gravitational lensing, the relationship between the
tangential shear, γT , and surface mass density, Σ, is (Miralda-Escude´ 1991; Miralda-Escude´ 1996),
γT (θ) = κ(≤ θ)− κ(θ), (6)
where κ = Σ/Σcrit, the ratio of the surface density to the critical surface density for multiple lensing, and θ is
the angular distance from a given point in the mass distribution. The critical surface density depends on the
redshift distribution of the background galaxies. The first term on the right is the mean surface density interior
to θ and the second term is the mean surface density at θ. In order to measure the tangential shear around
angular coordinates (θ1, θ2) the distortion of the background galaxies needs to be measured:
Di(θ1, θ2) =
1
(1− SSm,i)
−(e1i(θ21,i − θ22,i) + 2e2iθ1,iθ2,i)
θ21,i + θ
2
2,i
, (7)
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where θ1,i and θ2,i are angular distances in R.A. and Dec., respectively, from the foreground galaxy to back-
ground galaxy i. The mean tangential shear is:
〈γT (θ1, θ2)〉 = 1
SSh
∑Ns
i wiDi
2
∑
wi
, (8)
where the weights, wi are described above and Ns is the total number of background galaxies in the region of
interest. We do not use any galaxies with seeing-corrected uncertainties of σe > 0.64. The statistical uncertainty
in the mean tangential shear, which mostly arises from the intrinsic ellipticity and measurement error of the
background galaxies (see §4), is:
σ2γT (θ1, θ2) =
∑Ns
i w
2
iD
2
i
4S2Sh(
∑
wi)2
, (9)
where we have assumed that 〈D〉 is zero, which, in the weak lensing regime, results in a very minor overestimate
in σγT .
3.3. Shear - Measurement
The shear from an individual L∗ galaxy is predicted to be small (less than 1% for the present data).
Therefore we need to average the shear around a large number of foreground galaxies to obtain a statistically
significant signal. Ideally one would like to select and scale the foreground galaxies based on their redshifts.
However, redshift information is not currently available for the foreground galaxy sample (although the SDSS
will eventually measure redshifts for these galaxies) so we choose foreground and background samples based on
r′ magnitudes. Figure 2 shows plots of measured shear in the g′, r′, and i′ images for 10′′ ≤ radius ≤ 600′′.
The lens or “foreground” galaxies have dereddened 16 ≤r∗0 ≤ 18 and the source or “background” galaxies
have 18 ≤r∗0 ≤ 22 (all magnitudes refer to Petrosian magnitudes, Lupton et al. (2000)). Columns 2, 3 and
4 of Table 1 show the numbers of foreground galaxies, background galaxies and foreground/background pairs,
respectively, for each filter. The g′and i′ band have fewer galaxies because some of the r′-band selected galaxies
are not measurable in those bandpasses. Column 2 of Table 2 shows the mean values of the tangential shear
for the radial range 10 - 600′′.
Our background galaxy sample contains many galaxies which are in front of some of the foreground sample.
This can be accounted for if the redshift distributions of the foreground and background galaxies are known.
However, there is a complication due to the clustering of galaxies. Some fraction of the background galaxies
will actually be galaxies associated with the lensing galaxies and this fraction will decrease as a function of
projected distance from the foreground galaxies. If this correction is not made, the shear profile will be radially
biased. Figure 3 shows the density of galaxies in the background sample as a function of projected radius from
the lens galaxies for the r′ data. The g′ and i′ data are similar. The shear values in Figure 2 have been corrected
for this effect by multiplying the measured values by the fractional excess of background galaxies. We assume
that there are no coherent distortions in the galaxies associated with the lensing galaxies induced by dynamical
interactions.
3.4. Redshifts
In order to convert the shear measurement into mass measurements we need to know three things: 1) the
foreground redshift distribution, n(zl), 2) the background redshift distribution, n(zs) 3) and the weighting as a
– 8 –
Fig. 2.— Mean shear around foreground galaxies measured from the g, r′and i images (top, middle, bottom).
The foreground galaxies have 16 ≤r∗0 ≤ 18 and the background galaxies have 18 ≤r∗0 ≤ 22. See Table 1 for
details. The solid lines are the best fit power-law models with parameters given in Table 2. The errorbars are
±1σ
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Fig. 3.— Density of “background” galaxies as a function of projected radius from the “foreground” galaxies
expressed as a fractional excess. The solid line is a power law with index -0.75. The excess galaxies seen at
small radius are most likely associated with the lens galaxies. The diluting influence of these galaxies must be
corrected for in the shear measurements. This plot is for r′ data, g′ and i′ are similar. The errorbars represent
1σ Poisson errors.
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function of redshift w(zs). Although the SDSS will eventually measure redshifts for the entire foreground galaxy
sample, no spectroscopic redshifts are currently available. Therefore, we use photometric redshifts (photo-z) to
estimate the foreground and background galaxy redshift distributions.
The redshift distribution of the SDSS galaxy sample was determined from their u′, g′, r′ and i′ photometric
data (i.e. photometric-redshifts; Connolly et al. (1995)). Redshifts are estimated using a semi-empirical
template fitting technique (Sawicki et al 1997; Connolly et al. 1999). The quadratic difference between the
observed galaxy colors and those predicted by a set of model spectral energy distributions are minimized as
a function of redshift and galaxy type. This minimization results in an estimated redshift, spectral type and
associated uncertainties. The spectral energy distributions used in this analysis are based on the Coleman, Wu
and Weedman data set, modified to match the observed colors of the galaxies within the SDSS sample (see
Csabai et al. (1999); Budavari et al (1999) for a discussion of these techniques).
To date there exist 1298 galaxies with published spectroscopic redshifts in the equatorial region surveyed
by Runs 752 and 756 (identified from the NASA/IPAC Extragalactic Database and the spectroscopic survey of
Heyl et al. (1997)). These galaxies extend over the redshift and magnitude intervals of 0 < z < 0.5 and r′ < 22
respectively. As such they provide an independent estimate of the systematic and statistical uncertainties in
the photometric redshift relation for the SDSS commissioning data. A comparison between the spectroscopic
and photometric redshifts shows no systematic offsets in the photometric redshift relation out to z = 0.5 (the
limit of the spectroscopic data). The dispersion in the photometric redshift relation, at r = 21, is σz = 0.1.
Photometric redshifts are currently available for only a portion of our data, and in any case the photometric
redshift errors are too large to compute accurate values of Σcrit for each foreground-background galaxy pair.
Instead, we compute an expectation value of the quantity of interest 〈Σ−1crit〉, assuming that these galaxies
are drawn randomly from the foreground and background redshift distributions, using an Ω = 1 geometry to
convert redshifts to physical distances. Specifically, we compute 〈Σ−1crit〉 from the following convolution:
〈Σ−1crit〉 =
1
NbNf
Nb∑
i=1
Nf∑
j=1
nb,inf,j
Σcrit,ij
, (10)
where Nb and Nf are the number of foreground and background redshift bins, respectively, nb and nf are the
number of objects per redshift bin, and Σcrit,ij is the critical density corresponding to zf,j and zb,i. The values
of 〈Σ−1crit〉 for the three filters are given in column 5 of Table 1. Also shown are the mean values (weighted by
〈Σ−1crit〉) of the foreground redshift and angular diameter distance.
4. Sources of Error
4.1. Random Error
The errorbars plotted on the shear profiles in Figure 2 are derived via Equation (9) from the scatter in
individual galaxy shape measurements. The two largest contributors to this scatter are the intrinsic ellipticities
of the background galaxies (shape noise) with an rms of 0.32, and the error in the shape measurements (e1,
e2) which is a function of galaxy size and brightness. Improvements in image quality could reduce the second
source of scatter in future SDSS data, but the shape noise is an intrinsic property of the galaxy distribution
that is independent of image quality. The contributions of both these sources of scatter to uncertainties in the
shear decreases as 1/
√
nb, so the factor of 10, 000/225 = 44 increase in sky area in the full SDSS will greatly
reduce the statistical uncertainties in the shear measurements.
Another source of scatter arises because the foreground galaxies span a range of redshifts and the shear
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measurements are binned by angle. Thus we are averaging over a range of physical radii weighted by Σ−1crit(zl).
To estimate how much additional scatter this causes we use the photo-z relationships from §3.4 to estimate
n(z). We assume that the galaxies are identical singular isothermal spheres and find that at a given projected
radius the standard deviation of the shear arising from the lens redshift range is approximately 50% of the
mean signal. Given that we have about 28000 foreground galaxies, this translates into an uncertainty of 0.3%
and hence is a very small contributor to the uncertainties in Figure 2.
A second source of scatter arises because the foreground galaxies do not have identical masses (we are
sampling a range of the galaxy mass function). In order to estimate this we assign an absolute luminosity to
each foreground galaxy based on its apparent magnitude (reddening corrected) and photo-z. We then assume
that luminosity is proportional to mass squared. This produces a scatter of about 40% in mass which when
averaged over all the galaxies produces a similarly small contribution to the shear scatter.
A third source of scatter results from the possible radial asymmetry of the galaxy surface density profiles.
The shape of galaxy halos is not well known (and is in fact something that can be measured with weak lensing,
although it will require about 10 times more data than we have here) but if we assume that the halo has the
same shape as the luminous portion of the galaxy (mean axis ratio of about 0.5) then we can estimate the
effect. To do this we assume a pseudo-isothermal elliptical mass distribution (Kassiola & Kovner 1993). We
then look at tangential shear in two 90◦ angular bins, one centered on the major axis and one centered on the
minor axis. The ratio of mean shear in the minor axis bin to the major axis bin is 0.55. Therefore, the scatter
due to elliptical halos is of similar order to the previous two effects.
We can, therefore, conclude that galaxy shape noise and measurement error are the dominant sources of
random uncertainty for our shear measurements.
4.2. Systematic Error
We have already discussed how to correct for one source of systematic error, the dilution of the shear signal
due to including galaxies associated with the lenses in the background sample. Additional systematics arise
from: inclusion of stars in the background, errors in the correction for blurring by the PSF and errors in the
estimate of Σcrit.
Stars will dilute the shear signal by the stellar contamination fraction. Distinguishing between stars and
galaxies is difficult at the faint end of our background sample as the two overlap in angular size. We eliminate
the vast majority of stars from our background sample by virtue of our smear polarizability cut (SSm ≤ 0.8 for
inclusion in the background sample). We estimate the residual contamination by making a histogram of Ssm
for all objects. This has two peaks, a narrow one centered at unity due to stars and a broader one centered at
0.4-0.5 due to galaxies. We use this to estimate that the residual contamination is less than 1%.
Our estimate of Σcrit depends on knowledge of the redshift distribution of the background and foreground
galaxies. The error in Σcrit depends on the relative error in the foreground/background redshift distributions
and the sensitivity of Σcrit to these errors. We have estimated these distributions based on photometric
redshifts. The leading source of error in the mean redshifts is uncertainty in the photometric zeropoints for the
commissioning data. Based on comparisons of the photometric redshifts with approximately 500 spectroscopic
redshifts the error in the mean is about ±0.04. This will affect both foreground and background redshifts in
a similar manner and thus the effect on the value of Σcrit is small; we conservatively adopt a 95% confidence
interval of ±5%.
To test our PSF blurring correction we carry out simulations of galaxy fields. The simulated images have
noise and seeing characteristics similar to that of the r′-band SDSS images and the simulated galaxies have a
similar distribution of sizes. Based on these simulations we conclude that our correction is accurate to 10%.
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In conclusion we estimate the 95% confidence limit on systematic errors to be around ±10%.
4.3. Tests
In order to verify the reality of our shear detection we perform several tests. The first test is designed to
check if the signal is likely to be due to gravitational lensing and involves rotating the background galaxies by
45◦ and determining if a signal still exists. This is equivalent to calculating the curl of the gradient in κ which
should be zero for lensing distortions (Stebbins, Mckay, & Frieman 1996; Luppino & Kaiser 1997). Figure
4 shows the results of this for the three bandpasses with the values given in column 3 of Table 2. The mean
“rotated” shear is consistent with zero for all three cases.
The second test is designed to check for systematics in the background galaxy shapes and involves mea-
suring shear around random points using the same background galaxies as were used for the original shear
measurement. Figure 5 shows a plot of the mean shear around 1000 sets of random points for each bandpass.
Each set contains as many points as the number of foreground galaxies. The maximum absolute value for any
of the radial points from these simulations is less than 20% of the corresponding errorbar in the observed shear
around the galaxies and the mean is 7%. Even though we are using many more random points than there are
foreground galaxies the errorbars do not continue to decrease as we are greatly oversampling the region. Thus
it is not possible to tell if this systematic is significant. Therefore, in the following analysis, where appropriate,
we quote results with and without the systematics subtracted from our measured shear. In all cases, including
the systematic does not substantially change the result.
The third test is designed to check if the measured background galaxy shapes are being biased by the faint
tails of the foreground galaxies’ surface brightness distributions. For this test we measure shear around 26397
bright stars (Figure 6) and find 〈γT 〉 = −3.6 ± 5.5 × 10−5, consistent with zero. Therefore, it is unlikely that
gradients in the sky background are resulting in significant systematic errors in the galaxy shapes.
Based on the low level of possible systematic errors inferred from these three tests we conclude that our
shear measurement is real, results from gravitational lensing and is not due to PSF systematics or measurement
error.
5. Modeling
5.1. Galaxy-Shear Correlation Function
The galaxy-galaxy shear signal is a direct measure of the galaxy-mass correlation function (Figure 2). We
fit power-law models of the form:
γT (θ) = γT0
(
1′
θ
)η
, (11)
to each of the shear profiles where θ is the angular radius. The best fit values are shown in Table 2 and the
confidence intervals are shown in Figure 7. The 95% confidence range for the slope from the three bandpasses
combined (using the full error covariance matrix) is η = 0.7−1.1. A shear profile well-fit by a power-law implies
the same power-law form for the surface mass density profile.
As the SDSS obtains more imaging data, we will be able to push this measurement out to larger radii. It
will then be interesting to compare this number to the galaxy-galaxy correlation function (two-point correlation
function) for a direct measurement of the bias.
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Fig. 4.— As in Fig. 2 but now the background galaxies have been rotated by 45◦. The signal is consistent with
zero for all three bandpasses. The errorbars are ±1σ
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Fig. 5.— Mean shear around random points measured using the same background galaxies as Figure 2. The
total random points are 1000 times the number of true foreground galaxies. In the absence of systematics the
values should be zero. There is some evidence for systematics in each bandpass. Note, the ‘Tangential Shear’
axis has a range that is 1.5% of the other shear plots.
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Fig. 6.— Mean shear around 26397 bright stars (r′-band). The signal is consistent with zero implying that
measurements biases due to gradients in the surface brightness are not important. The errorbars are ±1σ
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Fig. 7.— One, two and three σ confidence intervals for the parameters γT0 and η for the i
′, r′, and g′filters
(bottom to second from top) and the combined data (top) (see Equation 11). The dashed contours in the
top panel show the confidence ranges if the systematic errors shown in Figure 5 are subtracted from the shear
measurements prior to fitting.
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5.2. Galaxy Parameters
It is possible to constrain interesting galaxy parameters from these shear measurements, however, this is
complicated by the clustering of galaxies. Because galaxies are correlated in space the measured shear profiles
have contributions from the central galaxies and neighboring galaxies. As one goes to larger projected radii,
the fractional contribution of the neighboring galaxies increases. To correctly infer the mean characteristics
of the central galaxies this correlation must be taken into account. Figure 8 shows the excess number density
centered on foreground galaxies (foreground galaxy autocorrelation function). The excess number density is
well fit by a function of the form:
φ(θ) = 0.62
(
1′′
θ
)0.72
arcmin−2. (12)
Also shown in Figure 8 is the cumulative number of neighboring galaxies based on integrating the fit.
Methods of dealing with the neighboring galaxies have been discussed in Brainerd et al. (1996); Schneider &
Rix (1997); Hudson, Gwyn, Dahle & Kaiser (1998). These approaches involve parameterizing the galaxy surface
mass distributions and the use of scaling relationships to account for variation in the lens galaxies. Maximum
likelihood is used to determine the most probable values of the galaxy parameters. These approaches work best
when there is at least crude redshift information available. Lacking such information, we adopt a different and
somewhat simpler approach to modeling the shear.
The first contribution to the tangential shear is due to the central galaxy. Similar to Brainerd et al. (1996)
and Schneider & Rix (1997) we approximate the mass density of the lensing galaxies as a truncated isothermal:
ρ(R) =
σ2vs
2
piGR2(R2 + s2)
(13)
where σv is the line-of-sight velocity dispersion for r << s, and s is the characteristic outer scale. For R << s
this mass distribution produces a near flat rotation curve as seen in observations of disk galaxies. For R >> s
the profile falls as 1/R4 and the shear falls off very rapidly. The corresponding surface density profile is:
Σg(θ) =
σ2v
2Gθ
(
1− θ√
θ2 + s2
)
, (14)
The second contribution is due to the neighboring galaxies. We assume that all the galaxies have identical
mass profiles given by equation (14) and that there is no contribution to the shear from galaxies not in our
foreground sample. The mass density profile resulting from the neighboring galaxies is given by the convolution
between the number density and the galaxy surface density.
Σtot(θ) =
[
Σ(θ′) ∗ φ(θ′)] (θ). (15)
and the shear is given by equation 6.
We carry out this convolution numerically and use least-squares fitting to the data shown in Figure 2 to
derive the best fit values for σv and s (columns 7 and 8 of Table 2). The values for σv assume the < Dl >
shown in Table 1. The fits are shown in Figure 9. In the inner regions the shear is completely dominated by
the central galaxy but the neighboring galaxies contribute roughly half the shear at 600′′. Figure 10 shows the
1, 2, and 3σ confidence regions for the fits to velocity dispersion and s for the three bandpasses and to the
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Fig. 8.— Density (points) and cumulative number (dashed line) of excess “foreground” galaxies as a function of
projected radius from the central galaxy. The solid line is a power-law with index -0.72. Both of these exclude
the central galaxy. These neighboring galaxies will contribute to the shear signal.
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Fig. 9.— Shear around foreground galaxies as in Figure 2. The solid lines are the estimated shears due to the
central and neighboring galaxies. The dashed lines are the shears due to the neighboring galaxies exclusively.
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combined data set (using the full error covariance matrix). Also shown are the confidence regions for the fits
to the shears which have had the systematics shown in Figure 5 subtracted. The differences are very small.
There are three important conclusions. The first is that the velocity dispersion is well constrained (at least
for s ≤ 900′′) and is in the range 150-190 km s−1 (95% confidence, 145-195 km s−1 if one includes systematics).
The second is that the minimum value for s is well constrained to be greater than 140′′ (95% confidence) which
is about 260 h−1 kpc. The third conclusion is that the upper limit on s is completely unconstrained with
the present data. The reason for this is that large changes in s mainly affect the large radii points and even
substantial fractional changes in the shear at large radii only change χ2 by a small amount.
One of the shortcomings of our analysis is that we do not account for the shear contribution of neighboring
galaxies fainter than our foreground sample (Figure 3). If these galaxies contain a substantial fraction of the
mass then the consequence of ignoring these galaxies is to overestimate both the outer scale radius and the
velocity dispersion. Alternatively, one could interpret these galaxies as actually being a constituent of the
central galaxies and then the inferred parameters (σv and s) will include their mass contribution. We will
consider their contribution in detail in a future paper once we have spectroscopic and photometric redshifts
and greater field coverage.
5.3. Galaxy-Mass Correlations
Another way of looking at the tangential shear measurements is in terms of 2-point correlation functions.
The galaxy angular auto-correlation function, wgg(θ), has been extensively studied, and the γT (θ) that we
measure may be interpreted as the galaxy-shear correlation function, which can be related to the spatial
galaxy-mass correlation function, ξgm(r) (see Kaiser (1992)). Since the measured γT (θ) is well fit by a power
law in angle the inferred galaxy-mass correlation will also be well fit by a power law in separation, i.e.
ξgm(r) =
(rgm
r
)γ
(16)
where γ = η+1, and η is as given in Table 2. For the purpose of this analysis we assume a universal non-evolving
correlation function. Of course different types of galaxies are known to have different clustering properties and
our foreground galaxy sample is not homogeneous, containing more dim galaxies nearby and only luminous
galaxies far away. The inferred value of γ ≈ 2 is consistent with the clustering of galaxies on the sub-Mpc scale
we are probing, as is indicated by the slope of the excess counts shown in Figure 8, which implies a galaxy
auto-correlation function
ξgg(r) ≈
(rgg
r
)1.72
. (17)
Thus a model where the galaxies trace the mass with a scale-independent bias is consistent with our measure-
ments.
To interpret the amplitude, and not just the slope, one must have knowledge of the redshift distribution
of the galaxies, both foreground and background. As we have mentioned this is somewhat uncertain, but we
proceed in this section using a model redshift distribution of background and foreground galaxies based on the
models of Koo, Gronwall, & Bruzual (1993). Using the Limber equation for γT (θ) (see Kaiser (1992)) and
imposing a power law model with slope γ = 1.72, taken from the excess counts, we infer for the correlation
length of the mass-galaxy cross-correlation
rgm ∼ 3h−1Ω−0.57m,0 Mpc. (18)
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Fig. 10.— One, two and three σ confidence regions for velocity dispersion and s, the outer scale for i′, r′, and
g′ (bottom to second from top) and for the combined data set (top). The points mark the best fit values. The
dashed contours in the top panel show the confidence ranges if the systematic errors shown in Figure 5 are
subtracted from the shear measurements prior to fitting.
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where Ωm,0 is the density of clustering (mostly dark) matter in units of the critical density. Since we are mostly
probing the mass-galaxy correlations on sub-Mpc scales this inference involves an extrapolation of nearly an
order of magnitude in separation, and since the actual slope, η, is not tightly constrained by our measurements
this extrapolation is highly uncertain. This uncertainty combined with the uncertainties in the actual redshift
distribution means that this value for rgm should be interpreted with great caution, and is mostly meant to
put our results into a familiar context. The fact that it is close to the correlation length of galaxy clustering,
rgg ≈ 5h−1Mpc, is encouraging, although hardly surprising since have obtained reasonable results for galaxy
mass profiles.
Another approach is to compare γT (θ) with the galaxy clustering implied by the excess counts of Figure
8 (see van Waerbeke (1998) for a similar type of analysis). The measurement error for the counts is much
smaller than for the shear, so we again assume the slope, γ = 1.72, implied by the excess counts. We relate the
mass-galaxy cross-correlation function to the galaxy auto-correlation function by
ξgm(r) =
R
b
ξgg(r) (19)
where R and b are assumed independent of separation. The bias factor, b, is traditionally defined by the ratio
of the rms inhomogeneities in galaxies and in mass i.e. for scale-dependent bias b =
√
ξgg(r)/ξmm(r); but here
we measure the cross-correlation and this may require an additional parameter, R (Dekel & Lahav (1999); Pen
(1998)). By definition R ∈ [−1, 1], and for linear bias R = 1. Without going into details the measured ratio of
γT (θ) to the excess counts tells us that
Ωm,0
R
b
≈ 0.3 (20)
on the sub-Mpc scale. The fact that Ωm,0 with exponent 1 (approximately) appears in this equation rather than
with a smaller exponent is a consequence of the very small redshifts of the galaxies we are using. Although this
result does not require the large extrapolation needed to infer rgm, we are still making assumptions about the
redshift distributions and the slope, so this result is only meant to be suggestive. A more quantitative analysis
with less restrictive assumptions and going to larger physical scales will follow, using more data, better redshift
determinations, and a proper analysis of wgg(θ). Our preliminary result is consistent with currently fashionable
cosmological models with low Ωm,0 and moderate b, but using our measurements we cannot disentangle the
relative contribution of the three parameters, Ωm,0, b and R. In the future lensing studies of SDSS data may be
able to measure the shear-shear correlations at low redshifts which would allow us to determine Ωm,0/b
2, and
studies of the strength of lensing with redshift may be able to disentangle Ωm,0 from R/b, just using lensing
from SDSS.
6. Discussion
Our value for the velocity dispersion is consistent with the galaxy-galaxy lensing measurements of Brainerd
et al. (1996) (σv = 155 ± 55 km s−1), Dell’Antonio & Tyson (1996) (σv = 185+30−35 km s−1), and Hudson,
Gwyn, Dahle & Kaiser (1998) (σv = 150 ± 30 km s−1) (all uncertainties are ±1σ). All three of these studies
used lens galaxies at much higher redshifts than considered here (particularly the last two which utilize the
Hubble Deep Field (Williams et al. 1996) and had mean lens redshift of around 0.6) and were measuring shear
at much smaller radii than considered here.
The 95% confidence lower limit on the outer scale radius (260 h−1 kpc) implies that there is a great deal of
mass at large radius in galaxies. In Figure 11 we plot a cumulative mass distribution for σv = 170 km s
−1and
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s = 140′′. Even for this minimum mass case we find M(r)≈ 5×1012h−1 M⊙ for r = 600′′. The mean mass profile
is averaged over galaxies spanning a wide range of environments, varying from low density regions to dense
cluster centers. Therefore, what exactly do the inferred galaxy parameters mean? For example if, as indicated
by some recent observations, clusters have large mass components which are not associated with individual
galaxies (Tyson, Kochanski & Dell’Antonio 1998) this mass will be included in our shear measurements. The
galaxy-galaxy shear signal is a measure of all the mass correlated with galaxy positions (even if the mass is not
gravitationally bound to the galaxies). The inferred mean profile is, therefore, based on a fit to all the mass,
both bound and unbound, which is correlated with the galaxy positions and is a measure of the mean mass per
galaxy over a representative sample of the universe. We note that if there is a large mass component in the
universe which is not correlated with galaxy positions then our procedure underestimates the mass per galaxy.
Zaritsky & White (1994) measured the mass within 150h−1 kpc for a sample of isolated disk galaxies with
rotation velocities near 250km s−1 obtaining M = 1.1 − 2.0h−1 × 1012 M⊙ (90% confidence). The upper limit
is similar to the value plotted in Figure 11 although direct comparison is dubious given the different ways the
galaxies were selected. Both results, however, imply a large extent to the halo.
An important value is the ratio of galaxy mass to light (M/L) as one can use it to estimate the density
parameter Ωgalaxies. The SDSS photometric pipeline yields galaxy photometry within the Petrosian radius
(Lupton et al. 2000) which have a mean value of 5′′ for the data used here. Using the photo-z measurements
described in §3.4 we find 〈L(θ < 5′′)〉 = 8.7± 0.7× 109h−2 Lg′⊙, 1.4± 0.12× 1010h−2 Lr′⊙, 1.8± 0.14× 1010h−2
Li′⊙. Figure 11 shows the cumulative mass-to-light profile for the minimal galaxy (s = 140
′′) assuming all the
galaxy light is contained within 5′′. Also shown is the cumulative M/L profile where we have extrapolated
the light profile by assuming it is an exponential with scale length similar to that of the Milky Way (5 kpc
Gilmore et al. (1990)). Values of M⊙ = 5.06, 4.64, 4.53 (Fukugita et al. 1999) for g
′, r′, and i′, respectively,
have been used. The region within 100h−1 kpc has M/L′r ≈ 50h M⊙/Lr′,⊙ and for the largest radii measured
(∼ 1h−1 Mpc) it rises to a value similar to what is seen in clusters. These results are similar with the observed
dependence of M/L on scale obtained by Bahcall et al. (1995) using observations of galaxies, groups and
clusters. For higher values of s the M/L is correspondingly higher, particularly at large radii. Note that we
have not made k or evolution corrections and include only light associated with galaxies (e.g., we do not include
possible contributions from intracluster light).
7. Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper we have presented the first weak lensing results from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey. One of
our most important conclusions is that weak lensing studies are possible with the SDSS despite the fact that it
is a relatively shallow drift-scan survey. The data analyzed here are 225 square degrees of early commissioning
images which suffered from poor image quality. Despite this we detect a galaxy-galaxy lensing signal around a
large sample of foreground galaxies in three bandpasses (g′, r′ and i′) at very high significance.
We present power-law fits to the shear signal and find slope values ranging from 0.7-1.1 (95% confidence
range). Our attempts to determine galaxy parameters yielded a galaxy velocity dispersion of σv = 150 − 190
km s−1(95% - 145 - 195 km s−1including systematics) and a 95% lower limit of 140′′ (260 h−1 kpc) for the
outer scale radius. It should be noted that these parameters may include significant contributions from inter-
galactic mass provided this mass is correlated with galaxy positions. This lower limit on s leads to a value of
M/L′r ≥ 200h M⊙/Lr′,⊙ within a projected radius of 1 h−1 Mpc.
While our results can be used to constrain the profile and velocity dispersion of galactic halos, at large scales
it is more meaningful to use them as a measure of the projected galaxy-mass correlation function. The dividing
line between galactic halos and large-scale structure is somewhat arbitrary, but a rough guide is provided by
the fact that galactic halos cannot exist as virialized structures on scales much larger than 100 h−1 kpc, since
the dynamical time becomes larger than the age of the universe. We present a preliminary determination of
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Fig. 11.— Cumulative mass (lower) and mass-to-light profiles (upper) for σv = 170 km s
−1 and s = 140′′.
The dashed M/L profiles assume all the galaxy light is within 5′′ of the center (as measured) while the solid
lines extrapolate the light profile as described in the text. The profiles are g′, r′, i′ from top to bottom. This
represents the minimal mass model (95% lower limit on s) so the true profiles are likely to have higher values.
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the galaxy-mass correlation function finding a correlation length similar to the galaxy autocorrelation function
and consistency with a low matter density universe with modest bias. However, degeneracies between Ω and
bias complicate the interpretation.
It will be useful to compare our future results on larger scales with theoretical models of the galaxy-
mass correlation. The lensing strength depends on the amplitude of fluctuations in the absolute mass density
associated with galaxies. Therefore by comparing with theoretical predictions, or through a direct inversion
of the data, we will be able to constrain the biasing of galaxies, the mean density parameter Ω, and the dark
matter power spectrum. The accuracy with which these parameters can be independently constrained will be
aided by the increased sample size, redshift information, and combination with other measures such as the
angular clustering of galaxies and probes of field lensing. We will explore these approaches in future work by
using simulated mock catalogs as well as analytical models of halo-mass correlations (McClelland & Silk 1977;
Sheth & Jain 1997).
Ongoing improvements in the SDSS data will greatly enhance galaxy-galaxy lensing studies. First, the
image quality should improve as the telescope optics are designed to yield PSFs with ellipticities of less than
12%. Second, we will have detailed spectra for all foreground galaxies and photometric redshifts for a large
fraction of our background sample. This will allow us to put all the foreground galaxies on the same physical
scale and will greatly improve our ability to interpret the galaxy-galaxy lensing measurement in terms of galaxy
parameters. The third is that the coverage will increase by a factor of fifty over what we have presented here,
which, if our uncertainties remain dominated by random errors, implies a signal-to-noise improvement by a
factor of seven.
Finally, if the SDSS achieves its imaging design goals, other types of weak lensing studies will also be
possible (Gould & Villumsen 1994; Stebbins, Mckay, & Frieman 1996). These include the search for mass
overdensities and measurement of the cosmic shear. Of particular interest is the 250 square degree Southern
survey, where repeat scans will produce images two magnitudes fainter than the main survey.
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Aeronautics and Space Administration, the National Science Foundation, the U.S. Department of Energy and
the Ministry of Education of Japan. The SDSS Web site is http://www.sdss.org/. Tim Mckay acknowledges
support through NSF PECASE AST9703282.
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Table 1. Data
Filter Foreground Background Pairs < Σ−1crit > < zl > < Dl > H0/c
g−1 cm2
g′ 28134 1213862 13471567 0.343 0.168 0.123
r′ 27890 1552721 16913287 0.392 0.172 0.126
i′ 27945 1447336 15809470 0.403 0.173 0.126
Table 2. Model Fits
Filter 〈γT (10 − 600′′)〉 〈γR(10 − 600′′)〉 ηa γT0a P(> χ2) σva sa P(> χ2)
(×10−4) (×10−5) (×10−5) (km s−1) (arcsec)
g′ 5.2± 0.77 7.3 ± 7.5 0.73(0.70) 177(181) 0.12 153(155) 800(975) 0.13
r′ 5.8± 0.64 3.6 ± 6.4 0.95(0.97) 272(268) 0.03 173(181) 250(200) 0.02
i′ 6.9± 0.65 −1.1± 6.5 0.78(0.79) 254(252) 0.54 168(168) 675(700) 0.59
aValues in parenthesis refer to fits to the shears with the systematics from Figure 5 subtracted.
